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Welcome
Welcome to Greenfleet’s Annual Review for 2008.  A lot happens each year at Greenfleet, so we’ve put together this 
review to give you a snapshot of our achievements and activities throughout the year that was 2008.

Greenfleet continues to encourage supporters to “Avoid, Reduce and Offset” greenhouse gas emissions.  This message 
was delivered directly to supporters through our website, newsletters and other supporter communications, as well as 
the broader community through presentations and displays at many events during 2008.

Our forest sink offset program experienced a record year, with 1.7 million trees planted during 2008.  Just to 
demonstrate how big an achievement this is, it took us 10 years to plant our first 3 million trees, and just one year to 
plant the next 1.7 million.

This was achieved in the midst of becoming the first not-for-profit forestry organisation to gain Greenhouse Friendly™ 
Approved Abatement Provider status and meeting our ever increasing monitoring responsibilities.

Our supporter base also set records, growing another 30% on the previous year, reflecting an increasing awareness of a 
need to act immediately to reduce the impact of climate change on future generations.

2008 saw the release of the Garnaut Climate Change Review and development of the Federal Government’s Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) and associated draft legislation.  Unfortunately the CPRS, as reflected in the bill 
soon to be considered by Parliament, places a cap on aggregate emissions from covered emissions sources, breaking 
the link between individual action and aggregate emissions.  As a result, local action by individuals and communities to 
reduce emissions does not make a difference ot Australia’s net emissions, thus disempowering the community.   The 
implications for Greenfleet and other organisations servicing  voluntary carbon reduction markets are potentially 
significant.  Greenfleet is working with other members of the Voluntary Carbon Markets Association to lobby the Federal 
Government to ensure that the final legislation does not undermine voluntary action to reduce emissions.

Regardless of government policy, we continue to strongly encourage our supporters to Avoid, Reduce and Offset their 
emissions.  Planting permanent, biodiverse, native forests will not only recapture greenhouse gas emissions and enhance 
our landscape’s resilience to climate change, it also helps to create habitat, improve water quality, reduce salinity and 
protect Australia’s precious soils.
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      Avoid & reduce program

At Greenfleet we believe very strongly that offsetting greenhouse gas emissions is only part of the solution to 
climate change.  While Greenfleet’s forest sinks can recapture carbon dioxide that has already been released into the 
atmosphere, it is important that we all reduce the quantity of emissions being released in the first place.

In 2008 Greenfleet expanded the program previously known as the “Technology Program” to provide a more holistic 
approach to greenhouse gas emissions reductions.  Simple actions can help to avoid and reduce emissions in everyday life 
and, combined with the uptake of more carbon efficient technologies, will help to reduce atmospheric greenhouse gas 
concentrations.

We delivered three newsletters offering our supporters a range of tips for avoiding and reducing emissions in all facets 
of their lives, along with success stories of real people and companies to offer inspiration and confirm that with a little 
dedication real reductions can be achieved.

2008 saw the revival of our monthly “technology e-news” service.  While this e-mail newsletter still focuses heavily on 
new developments in transport technologies, it also includes stories about successful behavioural change programs that 
are helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Work was going on behind the scenes to develop a new Greenfleet website, which also emphasises the three-pronged 
Avoid-Reduce-Offset solution to climate change.  

Greenfleet has also been working with some of our corporate supporters to develop programs that help other 
businesses reduce their greenhouse gas emissions.  

LeasePlan, a Foundation Sponsor of Greenfleet, has developed GreenPlan to help company fleet managers examine the 
emissions of their vehicle fleet and model the effects of more efficient vehicles to suit needs of the business.  GreenPlan 
customers are also encouraged to offset any emissions they can’t eliminate with Greenfleet.

Genesys Conferencing, now part of InterCall, has developed the Greenfleet Meeting Centre, a customised version of 
their online conferencing package to reduce the need to travel for routine meetings.  A secure internet interface allows 
users to have a conversation, deliver online presentations and share documents with others, meaning the need for 
physical meetings is heavily reduced.  In addition to reducing the emissions created through air and road travel, InterCall 
plants one tree with Greenfleet for every three hours the service is used.

Greenfleet also contributed a selection of emission-efficient hints and tips to AAMI’s GREENmotoring index, which 
reported trends in driver decisions affected by environmental awareness.

Recognising achievements
It is very important to recognise and celebrate the achievements of individuals and organisations who take action to 
avoid, reduce and offset their greenhouse gas emissions.  In addition to encouraging continued action by award winners, 
highlighting these real-life successes can inspire action elsewhere in the community.

Greenfleet was pleased to be recognised as a finalist in the Meeting the Greenhouse Challenge category of the 2008 
United Nations Association of Australia World Environment Day Awards, for our ‘Avoid, Reduce, Offset’ program.

A number of Greenfleet supporters were also recognised for their achievements in 2008, including:

Corporate Express Sustainable Company of the Year - Ethical Investor Australian Sustainability 
Awards

Rouse Hill Town Centre (GPT Group) People’s Choice Award - Banksia Environmental Awards
City of Melbourne Local Government  Award - Banksia Environmental Awards
Ferguson Plarre Bakehouses; INB Hub Alliance; 
Cascade Green (Foster’s Group); 
Grow Me The Money (VECCI / EPA)

Finalists - Banksia Environmental Awards

Pay As You Drive (Real Insurance) Best General Insurance Product - Australian Banking and Finance Magazine 
Telstra Insurance Awards

Fishprint Finalist - Premier’s Sustainability Awards (Vic)
Sustainable Living Fabrics Triple Bottom Line Award - UNAA World Environment Day Awards
City of Ipswich Local Environment Award - UNAA World Environment Day Awards
Europcar World’s Leading Green Transport Solution Company, World Travel Awards



Planting 
Greenfleet had a record year in 2008, both in terms of the quantity of offsets purchased and the number of trees planted 
around the country.

Greenfleet experienced a 30% growth in sales of offsets during 2008, compared to 2007 – which in itself was a record 
year.  This growth comes from an increasing corporate supporter base – large and small organisations alike wanting to 
reduce their impact on climate change.

Our forestry team managed the planting of more than 1.7 million trees during 2008, representing more than a 300% 
increase on the planting activity in 2007, which again was a record year in itself. 

For the first time in Greenfleet history, more trees were planted in 2008 than were pledged up to the end of 2007.  
Normally trees pledged during one calendar year are planted during the next, however our bumper planting season 
meant that many trees pledged during 2008 were actually planted in 2008.

Almost 5.3 million trees had been pledged by Greenfleet supporters between 1997 and 2008, and by the end of 2008 
Greenfleet had well over 4.7 million standing trees across our entire forest estate.  We are confident that the remaining 
trees will be planted during the first half of 2009, meaning that our entire 2009 winter / spring planting season will be 
dedicated to planting trees pledged by supporters in 2009.

Monitoring
Of course our responsibility doesn’t end with the planting 
of the trees.  Greenfleet is responsible for ensuring that 
the trees form mature forests to capture carbon dioxide 
emissions on behalf of our supporters.  

Each site requires a survival check six months after it is 
planted, then every year for five years and then every five 
years after that.  

2008 saw Greenfleet’s forestry team conduct survival 
checks across 1,913 hectares of forests, with a survival  
rate of more than 72% for sites planted between 2005  
and 2007, and 93% for sites planted in 2008*.  

To ensure we meet our carbon capture commitment to 
supporters, Greenfleet replants sites which are unable to 
meet the projected carbon outcomes due to inadequate 
survival rates.  Our monitoring of sites planted between 
2005 and 2008 revealed a need to plant an extra 316,700 
trees during 2009 to replace losses across a small number 
of sites.

* Some sites planted during 2008 had not yet reached their 6 month  
  survival check and are therefore not included in these figures.
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Greenfleet forests helping to revegetate Battery Creek, Victoria



Since 2005, Greenfleet has been working with Seqwater to revegetate a number of sites 
within the Brisbane River catchment.
Seqwater manages water catchments, storages and treatment plants throughout south east Queensland, and has 
been working in partnership with Greenfleet to re-establish native forests within their water catchments to improve 
catchment and river health.  

One such revegetation site sits beside the upper reaches of Lake Wivenhoe, near Mt Esk, approximately 65 km north 
west of Brisbane.  The 105 hectare (ha) Wivenhoe site is a state lease water reserve, managed under a grazing lease, 
which shows severe degradation from poor grazing practices and overstocking in the past.

In addition to capturing carbon on behalf of Greenfleet supporters, the forests re-established on the Wivenhoe site 
will help to improve soil structure and reduce the amount of sediment and nutrients flowing directly into south east 
Queensland’s largest water supply storage.

Some remnant vegetation remained on the site and surrounding areas, so seed was collected from these trees to 
maintain local provenance.  

The Wivenhoe revegetation works have been carried out in three stages, with 42.5 ha planted in 2005, a further 62.5 ha 
planted in November 2007 and another 30 ha to be planted in 2009.  

For every site planted, Greenfleet is committed to ensuring the trees grow to form a mature, self-sustaining forest,  
which means replanting trees if survival rates are low for any reason.  The first stage of the Wivenhoe planting 
experienced heavy losses in a number of patches in 2007, resulting in the replanting of those areas in 2008.  In total 
10,000 trees were replanted and recent inspections reveal that these areas are now well established, with many trees 
standing around 4 metres tall.

Weed management was one of the major challenges on the site, with climate conditions proving conducive to rapid 
weed growth.  Weed spraying and slashing was carried out between the tree lines to suppress weeds and allow the young 
seedlings to establish.  This action achieved positive results, with significant growth in the trees over the past year. 

The Wivenhoe site is now starting to resemble a forest, with many trees well established.   The young seedlings stand 
around 0.6 metres tall, while some of the stronger eucalypts have already grown to 4 metres.  Greenfleet models work 
on an average of 268 t CO2-e captured per hectare of forest, however this site will reach that target within the next  
20 years and beyond that will continue to grow and capture more CO2 for a minimum of a further 80 years.

One of Greenfleet’s major supporters, QFleet, has more 
than 88,000 trees planted on the Wivenhoe site, helping to 
offset the fuel used by the Queensland Government vehicle 
fleet between 2002 and 2007.  

QFleet also celebrated an offsetting milestone in 2008, 
planting their 500,000th tree at another Queensland site, 
Purga Nature Reserve near Ipswich.

Queensland Public Works Minister, Robert Schwarten is 
pictured above with the Australian Farm Forestry planting 
team at the QFleet 500,000th tree celebrations. 

Species planted at the Wivenhoe site include: 
  Forest Red Gum, Narrow-leaved Ironbark, Soup Tree, 
  Moreton Bay Ash, Pink Bloodwood & Lemon-scented Gum.   
 
Botanical names for the species planted are:
  Alphitonia excels        Eucalyptus siderphloia 
  Araucaria cunninghamii       Eucalyptus tereticornis 
  Corymbia citriodora       Flindersia australis 
  Corymbia intermedia       Flindersia xanthoxyla 
  Corymbia tesselaris        Lophostemon confertus 
  Eucalyptus crebra        Syncarpia glomulifera 
  Eucalyptus moluccana

      Case study - Wivenhoe Dam, Qld



Contributing to government policy
2008 saw the release of the Garnaut Climate Change 
Review, along with a Federal Government Green Paper 
and White Paper on the development of their Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS).  Greenfleet reviewed 
each paper as it was released to determine the potential 
impact on Greenfleet’s program, our supporters and the 
broader carbon offset and climate change industries.  We 
provided a submission in response to each paper and  
these can be found on our website.

As policy and legislation surrounding the CPRS are finalised 
in 2009, Greenfleet will determine the most appropriate 
way to operate within those parameters to benefit the 
organisation, our supporters and the environment.

Professional associations
Greenfleet or its staff members are members of the 
following professional networks and associations to 
facilitate information sharing and co-operation across our 
industries.

Australasian Fleet Managers’ Association • 
Carbon Innovators Network• 
Environment Business Australia• 
The Alliance for Clean and Efficient Energy (ACE• 2)
The Australian Institute of Energy• 
Voluntary Carbon Market Association• 

 Industry development

Developing sustainable generations 
Greenfleet believes it is important to encourage students 
to incorporate sustainability principles in any field, and is 
pleased to have formal and informal relationships with a 
number of universities to help achieve this.  

In 2008, Greenfleet sponsored the prize for the top 
student in Corporate Environmental Responsibility, within 
Monash University’s Department of Business Law and 
Taxation.  In addition to sponsoring the prize, Greenfleet 
CEO, Sara Gipton presented the keynote speech at 
the awards night and addressed the students on other 
occasions throughout the year.  

Sara Gipton is also a member of the RMIT Environment 
Program Advisory Council, helping to drive the direction of 
environmental studies across RMIT.

In 2009, Greenfleet will be continuing these relationships 
and will also work with other universities in a similar 
manner.

Educating industry and raising awareness
Greenfleet staff presented materials at the following 
industry events:

Australian Institute of Company Directors Conference• 
Carbon Accounting, Reporting and Auditing Symposium• 
Carbon Expo Australasia• 
Carbon Footprints in your Supply Chain• 
Carbon Solutions Forum (x 2 events)• 
Climate Change Accounting, Taxation and Corporate • 
Reporting Summit
Dairy Industry Association of Australia – Victorian • 
State Conference
Farming in a Changing Climate• 
Forest Carbon Fundamentals (DSE, Victoria)• 
Gippsland Community Network Breakfast• 
Green Business 2008• 
Institute of Quarrying Australia – Annual Weekend • 
Seminar
NRMA BusinessWise and Australian Auto Event • 

A number of presentations were also delivered to 
corporate supporters and their staff and / or customers.

We also participated in the following industry summits:
Climate Change Summit (Sydney)• 
Trust for Nature Connectivity Summit• 
Victorian Climate Change Summit• 
Victorian Transport Summit• 

Professional development
We are committed to ensuring Greenfleet staff remain 
leaders in their fields and this meant that our team 
undertook training and development in the following areas 
in 2008:

Better Business Writing• 
Carbon Accounting• 
Excel (Intermediate)• 
Financial Services Management• 
Low Carbon Transport for Our Cities (GAMUT)• 
Mapping – ArcView• 



Radio
ABC Canberra• 
ABC Gippsland• 
2GB Sydney• 
96.5 Wave FM• 

TV
Pat Callanan’s 4x4 Adventures (Ch10)• 
Sunday (Ch9)• 
RMIT – Newsline (student news)• 

Internet and blogs
e-Travel Blackboard• 
roadlesstravelled.com.au• 
Red Book• 
GoAutoGreen• 
Choice.com.au• 
Altfuelsaustralia• 
Low-impact.net• 
Austalianwomenonline.com• 

Customer Magazines
Honda – The Magazine• 
NRMA Open Road• 
Peugeot – Driven• 
saab magazine• 

Other print media
Australian Financial Review• 
Australian House and Garden• 
Better Homes & Gardens• 
Courier Mail• 
Earthmover and Civil Contractor • 
Fitness First• 
Food & Drink Business• 
GREENPAGES Magazine • 
Hobart Mercury• 
Motor Racing Australia• 
MX – Brisbane & Melbourne • 
Pipeliner • 
Queensland Times• 
Ragtrader• 
Sunday Telegraph• 
Sydney Morning Herald• 
The Age• 
The Australian• 
The Diggers Club magazine• 
The weekly Times• 
Travel Talk• 
West Australian• 

In addition many local papers covered planting events and 
vehicle efficiency stories.

Greenhouse Friendly™
It was announced in March 2008, that Greenfleet was the first not-for-profit forest sink 
provider to become a Greenhouse Friendly™ Approved Abatement Provider.  This means 
that our forestry methods, administrative processes and legal agreements have all been 
independently scrutinised to ensure they meet appropriate standards.

In congratulating Greenfleet on this achievement, Minister for Climate Change and Water, 
Penny Wong said “Greenfleet’s biodiversity forest projects will not only result in a reduction 
of greenhouse gases, they will also provide valuable habitat for native fauna and assist in the 
regeneration of the Australian landscape.”

Greenfleet National Advisory Council member and recognised climate change expert, Dr Graeme Pearman said “this 
approval sends a clear message - tree planting is a legitimate part of the solution to climate change.

“Forest sinks represent a highly practical way of helping to offset the carbon emissions produced by society and these 
can be used to supplement positive and immediate action to avoid and reduce carbon emissions wherever possible.”

In celebrating the achievement, Greenfleet held a breakfast to explain the Greenhouse Friendly™ approval to key 
corporate offset supporters.  

On hearing about Greenfleet’s approval, AAMI’s Policy, Regulatory Affairs and Research Manager, Annabelle Butler 
commented, “Businesses and individuals are becoming increasingly aware of the standards used to measure 
environmental performance and Greenhouse Friendly™ approval provides a degree of confidence that supporters are 
making a real difference in the fight against climate change.” 

      Media Coverage

The issues of emissions trading, carbon offsets and climate change were hot topics in the media during 2008.  The 
following media contained significant coverage that included Greenfleet’s program.  

We’d like to thank many of our corporate supporters for generating some of these stories, telling the community about 
the activities that they undertake in conjunction with their Greenfleet offsets.  



Here are some of the actions Greenfleet takes to reduce 
the greenhouse gas emissions generated by the business:

TRANSPORT
Public transport – Melbourne-based staff have public • 
transport tickets rather than car parking spaces 
included in remuneration packages

Shower and change facilities available for staff who • 
cycle to work 

Car pooling to travel between offices where possible• 

Use of internet conferencing where possible• 

Multiple meetings arranged in one location when travel • 
is required 

New forester vehicles selected based on lowest • 
emissions (g CO2-e / km) to meet the heavy-duty 
needs of the job

OFFICES

Secure internet access to internal IT systems allowing • 
staff to work remotely

100% accredited GreenPower purchased for offices • 

Office thermostats set to 25-26°C in summer and • 
18-20°C in winter

Recycling paper, glass, aluminium and PET in offices to • 
reduce waste going to landfill

FORESTRY

No fertilisers used, therefore no nitrous oxide released• 

Emission source
2008 emissions  

(t CO2-e)
2007 emissions  

(t CO2-e) Notes
Greenfleet vehicles 40.7 35.9

Electricity (offices) 25.7 16.7
Flights 31.7 44.5
Waste 4.0 4.0
Paper consumption 1.8 0.5
Water use 0.1 0.1
Taxi use 0.8 0.7
Private vehicles 13.7 not measured Use of personal vehicles for travel to / from work
Forest sink program 128.4 42.8 Includes paper use, waste management, seed propagation, 

site preparation, replanting provisions, staff & contractor 
travel, and monitoring.

Total emissions 246.8 145.3
Emissions / ha 0.14 0.28 Total emissions generated per hectare of forest planted

Offsets 296.2 174.3 Accredited GreenPower (100%) for office electricity use;  
future offsets via Greenfleet forest sink program

Net emissions - 49.4 - 29.0 Greenfleet offsets 120% of calculated emissions
NOTES:  Items in blue text are derived from estimates made by ecovantage during Greenfleet’s Greenhouse FriendlyTM application. 

The above data is a summary of Greenfleet’s 2007 and 2008 carbon inventory assessments which have been independently 
reviewed by ecovantage. (Independent assurance statement attached.)

As an advocate for a low-carbon future, we know it is important to minimise, measure 
and report our own greenhouse gas emissions. 

Greenfleet’s operational carbon footprint is taken into 
account when modelling carbon yields from our forest 
sinks.  All offset estimates quoted by Greenfleet are based 
on net abatement. 

This independently verified* approach shows that 
Greenfleet’s own carbon emissions are less than 1% of all 
carbon captured by the forests.

* Verified during Greenfleet’s application to become a Greenhouse  
   Friendly™ Approved Abatement Provider in 2007/08.

Greenfleet team member John Kohlar 
regularly cycles to work

 Greenfleet’s emissions



Financial performance
Greenfleet’s financial year operates from 1 January to 31 December each year.   
The following information summarises Greenfleet’s financial performance for the past two years. 
 

 
Income

            2008 
            $

           2007 
           $

Forest sink revenue (offset purchases) 3,272,750 2,563,120
Technology revenue 16,127 61,527
Other revenue 244,911 172,421

Total revenue 3,533,788 2,797,068
Charitable income included within total revenue 1,545,100 2,113,203

 
Expenses
Forest sink program expenses* 2,174,252 1,597,832
Avoid & Reduce program expenses 215,850 229,493
Fundraising expenses 313,562 263,370
Administration & personnel expenses 529,073 431,168

Total expenses 3,232,737 2,521,863

Operating Surplus** 301,051 275,205

 
 
*  Forest sink program costs include forester salaries, program accreditation costs, sourcing seed, growing seedlings,  
    planting and monitoring of forests and provisions for replanting of forests if necessary.  

** Greenfleet’s operating surplus supports ongoing costs associated with delivery of our program and forestry projects.

      Finances

Proportional comparison of income and expenses
As a charitable organisation, Greenfleet reports the proportions of income and expenses allocated to fundraising and 
service delivery.  Fundraising costs include costs of labour, promotional collateral, website calculator and supporter 
renewal correspondence, along with associated travel expenses.  Service delivery costs include all costs of forest 
establishment, conferences, events and publications that are consistent with the delivery of our charitable purpose, along 
with the labour costs associated with delivering these programs.

 
2008 2007

$ % $ %
Total costs of fundraising 313,562 10 263,370 10
Gross income obtained from fundraising 3,288,878 2,581,087

Net surplus from fundraising 585,212 18 490,392 19
Gross income obtained from fundraising 3,288,878 2,581,087

Total costs of services provided 2,390,102 74 1,827,325 72
Total expenditure 3,232,737 2,521,863

Total costs of services provided 2,390,102 68 1,827,325 65
Gross income received 3,533,788 2,797,068



 

      Thank you

Offset supporters
Thank you to our diverse group of supporters – from individuals to small businesses, large corporations, local councils, 
state and federal government departments – together your efforts to Avoid, Reduce and Offset emissions are helping to 
tackle the effects of climate change and restoring Australia’s native forests.

The following organisations were the largest contributors to our offset program in 2008:

We’d like to thank the following organisations for supporting Greenfleet in a number of different ways.  The generosity 
of these organisations helps Greenfleet spread the message about avoiding and reducing greenhouse emissions and also 
to provide our biodiverse forest offsets at reasonable rates.

Foundation Sponsor Provision of 4x4 vehicle for forestry program,  
Toyota Prius and Board Room for key Greenfleet meetings

Sponsors

308 HDi vehicle Civic Hybrid vehicle Newsletter printing

Professional Support
Freehills (Alice MacDougall, Senior Counsel) Pro bono general governance advice and assistance, fee for service  

on specific issues.

Baker & McKenzie (Paul Curnow, Partner) Reduced rates for work related to Greenhouse Friendly™ 
approval, fee for service on other issues.

Sustainable Solutions (Alan Pears, Director) Pro bono technical advice on Greenfleet emissions calculators.

McBain & Co. (David McBain, Partner) Fee for service auditing.

GHD (Andrew Roy, Principal Environmental  
          Scientist)

Fee for service forest sink program verification / audit services.



 

 

 

 

 

This document was prepared for the sole use of the organisation whose name appears on the front of this report, the only intended 
beneficiary of our work. No other party should rely on the information contained herein without the prior written consent of 
ecovantage. 

ecovantage's findings are based upon its professional judgement, experience and training. These findings are also based upon the 
reliance of information used to prepare this report.  ecovantage has limited its assessment to the scope agreed upon with its client.   

ecovantage believes that its findings are reasonably supported and that they have been developed according to the professional 
standard of care for the environmental consulting profession and will not be held accountable for any discrepancies.  1 

Independent assurance statement 
 

Review of Greenfleet Pty Ltd 2007 and 2008 Carbon Inventory Assessments  

 

ecovantage Pty Ltd have been engaged by Greenfleet Pty Ltd to conduct an independent review of the 

organisations 2007 and 2008 Carbon Inventory Assessments which provide the information required for 

their obligatory reporting processes.  

 

The objective of the assurance process is to provide Greenfleet with an independent opinion on the 
completeness and accuracy of work assessments undertaken. This is confirmed through assurance of the 
underlying systems, processes and competencies that support the production of the Carbon Inventories. 

 

The following methodology was applied by ecovantage: 

- A review of the following documents; 

o Greenfleet - Carbon Inventory 2007 (word doc) 
o Greenfleet - Carbon Inventory 2008 (word doc) 
o Greenfleet - Emissions 2007 (excel doc) 
o Greenfleet - Emissions Flights 2007 (excel doc) 
o Greenfleet - Emissions 2008 (excel doc) 

- Submission of a report outlining findings and recommendations. 
- Report findings meeting 
- Review of Amendments 
- Provision of a written assurance statement 

 

Based on the scope of the review, the following summarises the assurance provider’s opinion: 

- The findings of the review process provide confidence in the information provided in the 2007 and 

2008 Carbon Inventory Assessments completed by Greenfleet. 

- The level of calculation accuracy was found to be high. 

- The assessments were observed to be complete within the scope defined. 

- Personnel responsible were able to demonstrate a good level of understanding of the principles 

and application of greenhouse gas emission accounting. 

- The assessments appeared consistent with the national and international carbon accounting 

principles. 

 

Overall, the assurance provider is confident of the completeness and accuracy of the assessments 

undertaken. ecovantage will also provide a more detailed review report to Greenfleet outlining the findings 

and conclusions. 

 

    

On behalf of ecovantage 

31 August 2009 

 

 

 

Bruce Easton 

CEO ecovantage 

 


